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Abstract 

When children come to school, they come up with ideas and interpretations relating and 

concerning with phenomenon which are taught in school. These interpretations and ideas 

exist without having any formal instructions at school (Driver; Guesne; & Tiberghien, 1985). 

These conceptions cannot be wrong or misconceptions because they are part of cultural 

knowledge. Considering that knowledge as incorrect may stigmatize or marginalize that 

particular culture. Hence, these conceptions could be called alternative conceptions (Russell, 

1993). This study would explore the shades of culture, local language terminologies and 

imagination in conceptions of children. This study would explore children’s conceptions 

about phenomenon associated with understanding of earth, sun, moon, day and night. The 

researcher has conducted “Focus Group Discussions” with school going children using 

different kind of pictures, videos and dialogues with them. The collected data was analyzed in 

the light of existing theories related to learning of new concepts by children. The findings of 

the study shows that children’s conceptions have cultural and social roots.  

Keywords: alternative concepts, social knowledge, concept formation, imagination. 

Introduction  

Alternative concepts could be 

described as ‘Multiple Private Versions’ 

of the world (Sutton 1980 as cited in 

Solomon, 1983). These alternative 

concepts are the concepts which differ 

from scientific and research based 

concepts. The consideration of these 

concepts as ‘Alternative’ has its roots 

in theories of folk psychology and 

constructivism. Concepts, in folk 

culture, are ‘deeply ingrained in 

cultural beliefs’ (Bruner, 1996). It is 

necessary to mention here that folk 

psychology differs from social 

constructivism. Social constructivism 

emphasizes that individual acts on 

world by the beliefs that one holds 

about the world. (Bruner, 1996, p. 49). 

Bruner considered narrative thinking 

as an important aspect of learning 

science and organizing knowledge. He 

stated that the process of making 

science is narrative which involves 

intriguing hypothesis about the 

objects, testing those hypothesis and 

correcting and reframing them in 

presence of evidence.  
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The current study emphasizes on 

knowing about the multiple 

alternative explanation provided by 

the children about the celestial bodies. 

It studies the thought processes of 

children which could help the teachers 

and curriculum developers to design 

teaching learning experiences for the 

learners.  

Need and Significance of the Study 

NCF 2005 aims to bridge learning in 

school with child’s learning in 

community life. This bridging is 

required so that connections between 

formal and informal knowledge can be 

made and children can contribute in 

the construction of new knowledge by 

reconstructing their own 

understandings. This learning involves 

functioning of human in a ‘situated’ 

context (Bruner, 1996). This creates 

the need to study what children bring 

from their community to school. This 

can facilitate the transition of 

knowledge and conceptual 

understanding from home to school. 

As the child comes from home to 

school, which concepts and ideas come 

with him or her are required to 

understand this transition. It could 

contribute to situating pedagogical 

practices in the context of children. 

Hence, this research significantly 

relates to the pedagogical discourse of 

relating two different and equally 

different worlds of children's learning 

space: Home and School. 

Alternative conceptions develop from 

different kinds of contacts which 

learners make through personal 

experiences, interaction with the 

teacher, other people or through the 

media with the Physical and Social 

world around them (Griffiths & 

Pretoria, 1992 as cited in Deepti, 

2009). This study tries to explore the 

glimpses of these contacts in concepts 

of children. Work of academicians and 

researchers have shown that there are 

different processes involved in 

concept formation of children. These 

processes could be named as 

associative processes, deductive 

processes, inductive processes etc. 

This study tries to explore the 

processes which influences the 

learning of children. Learning and 

concept formation of children is 

influenced by many factors like media, 

gender, Personality, available 

resources, available time to contribute 

experiences, sensations, etc. This 

study explores factors which 

influences concept formation and 

learning of children. 

This research study has emerged from 

researcher's own experiences of 
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working with children in school. The 

researcher has taught children in an 

N.D.M.C school of Delhi as part of her 

teaching practice in her teacher 

education program. During this, she 

encountered various alternative 

concepts which significantly differ 

from scientific explanations of 

concepts like what holds Earth in 

space. Researcher, from her 

experience, feels it necessary to make 

sense of what children understand 

about any phenomenon so that 

children should be exposed to 

scientific ways of inquiry, to revise 

their interpretations and comprehend 

by inculcating new ways of thinking. 

Research Questions 

The research questions of this study in 

light of specific objectives are as 

follows: 

1. What are the concepts of children 

studying in grade 2 and 3 about 

earth, sun, moon and concepts 

associated with these celestial 

bodies? 

2. What are the roots of alternative 

conceptions of children: direct 

experience, culture, religion, 

cognitive maturity or schooling? 

3. What are the sources which 

dominate children’s conceptions? 

Research Objectives 

The objectives of the current study are 

as follows: 

● To study children's concepts and 

ideas about the phenomenon 

associated with Sun, Moon and 

Earth, 

● To investigate the factors which 

influences the process of concept 

formation of children about Sun, 

Moon and Earth, 

● To investigate the sources of 

children's conceptions related with 

these celestial bodies. 

Methodology 

Sample and Background of Children 

The sample of 5 students has been 

selected from semi-urban area located 

in Delhi NCR. The students of sample 

are from lower socio-economic 

background. There were 4 girls and 1 

boy in sample. Among them, one girl is 

Muslim. Children selected are from 2 

low-cost private schools. The children 

selected in this study have formal 

learning experiences related with 

celestial bodies and space. They were 

familiar with terms like Earth, Globe, 

Longitude, Latitude, Rotation and 

Revolution. The medium of instruction 

is Hindi for all children.  
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Sampling Technique 

Children were selected by using 

purposive sampling technique. The 

selection of children was purposive 

because it was based on criteria of age 

and researcher has selected only those 

children who are having formal 

learning experiences related to 

Celestial bodies in Space in school. 

This has been identified by looking at 

the syllabus and notebook of children. 

Phases of Data Collection 

The data from students have been 

collected through Focus Group 

Discussion and Pedagogical tools. In 

Focus group discussion, children were 

called in evening for 40-50 minutes. 

These Focus Group Discussion consist 

of various activities like making 

drawings, watching videos, writing 

questions emerged from videos and 

doing role plays. In all, 8 sessions of 

Focus Group Discussion were 

conducted with these children. In 

pedagogical tools, making drawings, 

showing videos and role play were 

used. For this, various pedagogical 

sources have been explored. 

Pedagogical tools were used by 

integrating into focus group 

discussions with children.  

During description of data research is 

represented by R and Children are 

represented by Cn (where n represent 

the number of children). 

Theoretical Context and Review of 

Related Literature 

Children’s Alternative Conceptions 

Children’s alternative concepts may 

emerge from a variety of sources. 

According to Gilbert, these 

conceptions may evolve through 

interaction with the social and 

physical world as a result of personal 

experiences of interactions with more 

knowledgeable person (term used by 

Vygotsky) and media (as cited in 

Deepti, 2009). These ideas emerge 

from cultures (Bruner, 1996). These 

ideas are valuable, sensible and logical 

from the learners viewpoint (Schoon & 

Boone, 1998 as cited in Deepti, 2009).  

Cobern (1996) introduced the concept 

of compartmental segregation of 

scientific knowledge in minds of 

children to explain the evident 

misconceptions of children. He argued 

that children could understand the 

scientific explanations of the 

phenomenon but still hold their own 

beliefs system. He stated that children 

compartmentalize the different 

explanations and used these different 

interpretations in accordance to the 

situation. Learners segment the 

understandings in which they believe 
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from the explanations in which they 

do not believe. Cobern also 

emphasized on the role of learner in 

making a valid knowledge repertoire 

of explanations about phenomenon. 

He characterized knowing of concepts 

as one’s acceptance of validity of 

comprehended concept. Individual 

learners have their own ways of 

accepting and justifying the thought 

processes and ideas.  

There exists a huge number of 

researchers who conducted 

researches on alternative conceptions 

of children. Researchers from different 

places have studied these conceptions 

of children. Major empirical studies in 

this area have been conducted after 

the 1980s. Some of the research 

findings with alternative concepts are 

as follows: 

About Energy 

Solomon (1983) used the terminology 

‘Unscientific Science’ for children’s 

conceptions in the article “Learning 

about energy: how pupil thinks in two 

domains”. In this study, Solomon 

found that children’s misconceptions 

about phenomenon are deeply rooted 

in society and hence part of socialized 

knowledge. Routinized conversations 

of daily life and exposure to mass 

media influence the implicit 

assumptions of children about the 

movement of objects and their energy 

and properties associated with energy. 

These assumptions and 

interpretations lie at variance with the 

scientific explanation learned at 

school. These two factors continuously 

develop the whole repertoire of 

explanations which are non-scientific. 

Also, by citing work of Duit, researcher 

emphasized that these notions live 

under the sheet of knowledge of the 

physical world (Duit, 1981, as cited in 

Solomon, 1983). 

 About Earth and Gravity 

Hannaust and Kikas (2010) conducted 

a longitudinal study on the young 

children's conceptions about Earth 

and gravity. They examined the 

acquisition of astronomical knowledge 

of young children under the age group 

3-7 years. This study explored the 

difficulties faced in the acquisition of 

knowledge about Gravity and Earth. 

Researchers studied the development 

of concepts of same children and 

hence how concepts about these 

astronomical objects change with the 

growth of children. Their research 

began when children were of 3 years 

and continued till they reach the age of 

7 years. The data was collected over 4 

consecutive years. The sample size in 

beginning was 143, however, 86 
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children dropped the school over the 4 

years of schooling. 

The children were speakers of 

Estonian language and we're from 

socio-economic status. The researcher 

interviewed the children on the same 

questions over the period of research. 

Those questions were: 

1. What is the shape of Earth where 

all people live? 

2. If you start walking or riding a 

car/train/plane across the land in 

one direction and continued going 

in the same direction for many 

days, where would they end up? 

3. Is it possible to fall off the Earth? If 

yes, from where could you fall off 

too? If not, why not? 

4. Why does a ball that has been 

thrown up fall down again? 

Besides these questions, children were 

asked to make drawings. For this, they 

were provided instructions for 

drawing this and that. The analysis of 

data collected over the four years 

revealed some shifting from the 

description of observations and local 

perspective to global and scientific 

explanations. In the first year of 

research when children were of 3 

years, the response rate was very low. 

Even answers of children revealed 

fewer incidents of the description of 

the visible world. As they reach 7, few 

aspects remain unanswered. But, still, 

answers were not scientifically 

correct. The percentage of correct 

questions was high for initial 

questions and slightly lower for 

questions related to gravity. Children 

were able to answer factual and 

generative questions. But a question 

like third, children needs to acquire 

global astronomical concepts. The 

open-ended questions were not 

correctly answered by children from 

the global perspective. Children who 

based their explanations on the basis 

of facts also used local perspectives. 

So, memorizing the factual knowledge 

without understanding does not lead 

to the development of global and 

scientific explanations of the 

astronomical phenomenon. 

About Evolution 

Hermann (2012) in research study 

“Cognitive apartheid: On the manner 

in which high school students 

understand evolution without 

believing in evolution” explored 

conceptions about evolution rooted in 

religion. Researcher addressed the 

conflict faced by learners when they 

study contradictory concepts in 

science classrooms. The Researcher 

found that children do not believe in 
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evolutionary theories. Instead this, 

they believe that digging into more 

scientific understandings will ruin 

their bond with God. The researcher in 

this study found that students can 

understand scientific concepts without 

believing in them. This study 

investigated the relationship between 

understanding the scientific 

conceptions of students and their 

belief in those scientific conceptions. 

This study further explores students 

compartmentalization of scientific 

knowledge which is inconsistent with 

the religious beliefs of students. The 

researcher used both qualitative and 

quantitative methods to collect data. 

The sample of the study was 47 

students studying in three classes of 

one public school whose average age 

was 17.19 years. Among these 

students, 55.3% of students went to 

church on a daily basis, 29.8% of 

students have attended religious 

ceremonies and events in their past 

and 14.9 % of them never attended 

religious activities. The data from 

students was collected by a survey 

which consisted questions based on 

Likert scale and having questions 

related to demographic information, 

religious experiences and science class 

experiences. This was followed by a 

semi-structured interview of students. 

The researcher in his analysis showed 

that there was no correlation between 

understanding of science and believe 

in science. It means that the scientific 

understanding of concepts exists 

without believing in them. These 

concepts remain compartmentalized. 

The researcher discussed that 

participants seem to hold religious 

views, integrated views and conflicting 

views simultaneously. In case of 

conflict between science and religion, 

children were favouring religious 

Perspectives. The Researcher also 

found that understanding science is 

pressurized by external factors like an 

examination. Hence, it is associated 

with what researcher called' academic 

standings’. One of the participants who 

has attended very good grades and has 

higher achievements in the science 

course stated that if she will go farther 

in the science field, God will be angry 

with me. This will make him/her 

upset. This participant shared feelings 

of alienation in the science classroom 

and showed his/her anger with the 

teacher by saying that teacher give 

grades only if I will write what she/he 

has taught. Then, I have to write the 

answers which bring good marks for 

me. 
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Interpretation of the Studies 

From all these studies, it can be 

concluded that children’s conceptions 

of scientific realities are deeply 

influenced by the ethnic, cultural and 

religious belief systems. Routinized 

and daily life interactions with people 

influence the development of this 

socialized knowledge. Exposure to 

media like television, newspapers and 

other forms of acquiring knowledge 

also influences conceptual structures 

and belief systems of students. Also, 

the coexistence of contradictory belief 

systems in a way that learners believe 

in social explanations of concepts 

designate towards the tenacity of 

socialized knowledge and make it 

more obvious and significant to 

understand. Besides these factors, 

children learn and pay attention from 

local perspectives and from 

observations about the world instead 

of looking things from a global 

perspective and reflecting upon them. 

These concerns make the pedagogical 

discourse of learning science 

necessary to understand. 

Theoretical Analysis of Collected 

Data 

The collected data has been 

categorized thematically on the basis 

of literature reviewed. The following 

themes emerged from the collected 

responses of children: 

1. Learning from Cultural Contexts 

2. Mythological Cultural Objects  

3. Children’s Imagination 

4. Narrative Mode of Thinking 

5. Children’s Ways of Reasoning 

6. Undifferentiated and Generalized 

Understanding of Concepts  

7. Questions by Children: Frequent 

Transitions 

8. Media and TV Programs 

9. Which Conceptions Dominate: 

Alternative or Formal? 

Learning from Cultural Contexts 

Cultural contexts, in context of this 

research, involve religious, folklores 

and linguistic contexts. While 

collecting responses from children, 

researcher found the responses from 

children came from religious and 

language contexts. Some of those 

responses are as follows: 

“Earth is held by God. 

If Id comes, moon will be full and if Id 

goes, then moon will be half. 

On the full moon night, the moon 

appears full.” 

These statements made by children 

show that religion is one of the factor 

which shapes conceptual 
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understanding of children. Children 

under study associated the location of 

Earth in space with the powers of God 

to hold earth in sky. The different 

phases of moon were related with the 

festivals and religious calendars. 

Hence, were reflections of religious 

beliefs. 

It was found that Children’s beliefs 

about fairies, fairy tales and magic also 

influence their understanding. This 

statement can be substantiated by 

following lines of discussion with 

children: 

“C3: Queen Angel is holding the Earth 

by her braid. 

R: Who is Queen Angel? 

C3: She is mother of Balveer. 

R: Can Queen Angel hold the heavy 

Earth by her Braid? 

C1: She is an angel. She could do 

anything.  

R: How? 

C1: She has magic. Magic can do 

anything.” 

These lines of discussion show the 

glimpses of folk culture on children’s 

understanding.   

But, the researcher also observed that 

children were not only sticked to these 

folk and religious beliefs. Because, In 

presence of counter- questions and 

evidences, children also agreed that 

Earth exists in space on its own. 

However, this explanation is not 

similar to explanation provided by 

Science as a discipline, but still it was 

not religious and show that children 

can modify their conceptual 

structures.. With reference to this, the 

statement made by the child was like 

this: 

“Earth is not held by God. Neither it is 

hold by magic, nor hold by Queen Angel. 

Earth exists in space on its own.” 

This statement indicates that these 

notions of children about Earth in 

space were not tenacious, but could be 

questioned by counter-questioning 

and providing the counter-evidences. 

This finding contradicts with what 

researchers found about nature of 

alternative concepts. Researches show 

that alternative frameworks exists 

even after instructions and learning 

(Driver, 1985; Stepans, 1985; 

Hermann, 2012).  

Mythological Religious Objects  

One can observe Mythological 

religious objects, which are artefacts 

of culture, existing at home and 

cultural places. These mythological 

objects are represented symbolically 

in mass media like newspaper, TV 

programs (like Mahakali). These 
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artefacts and symbols are available for 

observation and interpretation to 

children. Observation is one of the 

process skills which provides 

knowledge about the phenomenon 

required for learning in Science 

(Johnson & O'Rielly, 1964 &Common 

Resources, 2013). It was found that 

children’s responses to questions were 

also shaped by observations 

conducted by them of these 

mythological objects. Children, under 

study, have believe in powers of God 

and Magic. A girl reported that she has 

seen an image of ‘Sheshnag’ in which 

this “Sheshnag’ was holding the Earth 

in newspaper. Her words are as 

follows: 

“I had seen ‘Sheshnaag’ in newspaper 

who was holding Earth over his heads. 

He is related to Lord Shiva.” 

She also said that she had seen this 

type of image in different posters and 

calendars. 

On further investigation about 

Sheshanag, she said that we can’t see 

him with eyes because it belongs to 

God and God is beyond the sky. These 

statements unveil the fact that 

children believe in invisible presence 

of God. These belief systems also limit 

the observation as a process skill.   

In this context, observation is also 

culturally rooted. ‘Shesnaag’ is a 

mythological object and does not have 

any existence in natural world. It is 

difficult to challenge these 

observations through empirical 

evidences. From this, it can be inferred 

that the presence of these cultural 

artifacts in the milieu of Children and 

their believe in invisibility of God and 

mythological creatures also shape 

conceptions of Children.  

Children’s Imagination 

Children’s imagination about the 

world also seemed to influence their 

conception about the world. It was 

found that children reply to queries 

through their imaginations about the 

world. Following incidences show how 

conceptualization is influenced by 

imagination. 

“C1: Have you seen moon setting in 

pond? 

C5: I have seen the Sunset, but not, 

moonset. 

C1: If moon will set in Pond, then Pond 

water will become too cold to have bath 

in pond water. 

R: Does moon dissolve in water? 

C2: Yes, that's why it disappears 

suddenly. Is Moon like ice? 

C5: No, it is not ice. It is like our planet.” 
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These statements are ‘unreal creative 

imaginations’ of children. Children 

observe some phenomenon and try to 

reason it through their imaginations 

also. Disappearance of moon (reflected 

image) from the pond has its own 

scientific explanation. But, Child 

explained it by using her imagination. 

Children under the study are at the 

concrete operational stage of Piaget’s 

theory of Cognitive development. 

Children at this stage need concrete 

experiences to make sense of things. 

The abilities of dealing with abstract 

ideas evolve at later stage known as 

Formal operational stage. It can be 

that the abstract scientific explanation 

of these astronomical concepts would 

be difficult for children under study to 

comprehend and beyond the 

imagination of children. The 

researcher, therefore, would suggest 

here to discuss these “creative 

imaginations” in the classrooms so 

that these creative ideas could be 

unfolded and a route which could take 

children to the destination of attitudes 

required to learn scientific concepts 

can be constructed. Researcher on the 

basis of data collected and reviewed 

concepts as part of literature review 

can argue that Children’s imaginations 

can be unpacked by integrating 

narrative mode of thinking. This has 

been discussed in the section under 

heading “Narrative Mode of thinking: 

Narrative Heuristics”. 

Some other incidences of imaginations 

were also found when children were 

asked to make drawings about view of 

Earth from moon. Some of the 

questions that children asked are as 

follows:  

“How the drawing of Earth could be 

made as its surface is covered with 

houses and mountains? 

Would house made upon the Earth's 

surface be visible when viewed from 

Moon? 

Will farmers farming in the field be 

visible from Moon?” 

These kind of imaginary questions 

emerged when children were asked to 

make drawings of Earth’s view from 

moon. These questions communicate 

messages about what is happening in 

child’s mind and what he or she is 

thinking. So, It can be suggested that 

imaginations of children could be 

known through their talks and 

questions while doing activities. 

Hence, it can be inferred that digging 

into Children's imagination unwrap 

their understanding about the natural 

phenomenon.  
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Narrative Mode of Thinking: 

Narrative Heuristics 

During the narration of events, it was 

found that children’s interrogations 

were representing the entangled 

conceptions of children. The entangled 

nature of concepts is evident from 

following discussion over phases of 

moon: 

“C5: Moon cannot hide behind Sun. 

R: Why it can't hide? 

C5: Because Moon is too cold and Sun is 

too hot. 

R: How do you know that Moon is cold? 

C2: Because, it is cold at night. 

C5: When Sun rises, it becomes hot. 

C5: As you see Moon from nearby place, 

it seems large and vice versa.” 

This conversation shows that 

children’s understanding of phases of 

Moon was entangled with the concept 

of temperatures of celestial bodies and 

views of moon from different angles. 

This narrative mode of thinking made 

the confusion and overlapped 

understanding of children visible and 

explicit. Hence, it could be suggested 

that children need to be given 

opportunities in a way which can lead 

to the development of narrative 

thinking possible so that unpacking of 

thought processes become possible. 

Children’s Ways of Reasoning 

In this study, two major modes of 

reasoning have been identified among 

the responses of children. These 

modes could be categorized as: 

analogical reasoning and eliminating 

the non-examples.  

Analogical Reasoning 

It is found that children apply different 

analogies to reason about the things. 

For instance, when asked about 

existence of Earth in Space, children 

said: 

“Like roof lenters which stops ceiling, 

Earth is also stopped in Space over the 

lenters. There are 5-6 lenters holding 

Earth. 

These incidences shows that children 

tries to subsume new incoming 

information into the existing 

knowledge structures. These logics 

and reasons need to be given space 

while planning for learning 

experiences for children.  

Eliminating the Non-Examples 

Children’s reasoning about the 

phenomenon are also based upon 

elimination of incidences and non-

examples. The discussion on ‘Gravity’ 

is an example. The discussion is as 

follows: 
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C3: As if Earth is round, from where 

does gravity come?  Up or down? 

R: Now think, From where gravity is 

coming? 

C1: It is not coming from upside 

because people at side will fall. 

C3: It is coming from side. No, it is not 

coming from side. 

C1: If it will come from down, even then 

people at side will fall. 

C3:Itt is coming from center. From the 

center of Earth (by pointing inside the 

ball) 

Children eliminated the directions 

from which gravity is not coming and 

reached towards more scientific 

explanation about the direction of 

gravity. 

This discussion also indicated towards 

the active construction of knowledge 

mediated by the questions among the 

peer group. Vygotsky in his Socio 

cultural theory of development 

emphasized on peer learning and 

interactions (Berk, 2011). It means 

that different kind of reasoning by 

children can also be encouraged 

through talks and discussion among 

the children.   

Undifferentiated and Generalized 

Understanding of Concepts 

It was found that children mix the 

concepts. Along with this feature, 

children also generalize some of the 

characteristic feature of phenomenon. 

This nature of children’s 

understanding of concepts can be 

explicitly understood by following 

arguments about gravity: 

“C1: Can gravity be wind? 

R: Why? 

C1: Because there is no wind in Space. It 

is present here. 

C3: It could be wind because when it 

blows strongly, it is felt that someone is 

dragging us.” 

These arguments show that children 

are confusing gravity with oxygen and 

wind. They are categorizing wind, 

gravity and oxygen in one group. 

Peculiarities of concepts were not 

differentiated in conceptual structures 

of children under study. A child can 

possess multiple interpretations of 

phenomenon in natural world and his 

or her conceptualizations have 

tendencies of being global and 

inclusive in place of being peculiar 

(Driver, 1985). So, it is possible that 

the threads connecting the multiple 

interpretations of concepts and which 

are segregating the concepts are 

entangled with each other and hence 

remains undifferentiated in 

conceptual structures of Children. 
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Questions by Children: Frequent 

Transitions 

It was observed that there are 

frequent transitions in questioning in 

the process of meaning-making about 

phenomenon by children. When a 

question was posed to children, they 

asked many other questions which 

had a jump from one phenomenon to 

another. Their questions created a link 

amongst the concepts. In the following 

discussion, children jumped from the 

concept of existence of moon with 

respect to clouds to the temperature of 

Celestial bodies.  

“C5: Moon can be seen even if it is 

hidden in the clouds. It looks lightly. It's 

circular boundary is visible. Its color 

also appears like cloud. 

R: Can Moon hide behind any other 

thing than cloud.  

C2: Behind the mountains. 

R: Are there mountains in Sky? 

C5: Moon cannot hide behind Sun. 

R: Why? 

C5: Because Moon is too cold and Sun is 

too hot.” 

Hence, it could be said that children 

have tendencies of jumping from one 

concept to another. It could be due to 

the undifferentiated and generalized 

nature of thinking.       

Media and TV Programmes 

It was found that children's exposure 

to TV programmes was shaping 

alternative versions of explanation. 

This is evident by this statement by 

child: 

“C1: Is gravity form by (pressing) a 

button ? 

R:  From which type of type? 

C1: I have seen a spaceship in cartoon, 

When a button is pressed, gravity 

forms.” 

Child was arguing on the basis of what 

he observed in the cartoon. Hence, 

exposure to cartoons was playing a 

role in the development of concepts of 

children.  

The discussion under the theme 

“mythological religious objects”, shows 

that Media represent Cultural beliefs 

and symbols which are learned and 

hence subsumed and internalized by 

the children. 

Which Conceptions Dominate: 

Alternative or Formal? 

An observation of Children's notebook 

and textbook shows that children 

under study have learned these 

concepts through formal instructions 

in schools. Their notebooks have 

written answers to questions related 
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with phenomenon associated with 

Celestial bodies. The question like 

“What causes day and night?” is an 

example. The answer to this question 

written in notebooks of children is as 

follows: 

But, still their alternative concepts 

exist. These conceptions are result of 

Learning from Cultural Contexts and 

Imaginations of Children. Hence, It 

could also be inferred that 

conceptions, both formal and 

alternative, existed separately for both 

the worlds (inside and outside the 

school). 

Findings of the Study 

The current study found that: 

● Children's conceptions are rooted 

in their 'Contexts’. Context provide 

them with the beliefs and cultural 

objects which they observe and 

interpret according to their 

conceptual structures. 

● Children's believe in fairies, magic 

and Powers of God represent their 

believe in invisible power running 

the world. This belief is the result 

of internalizations from cultural 

contexts. This belief also shapes 

children's conceptual structures. 

● Children's imaginations about 

phenomena make the explanations 

'Personal’. Children ‘constructions’ 

through imagination involves 

entangled threads of questions and 

narratives 

● When children narrate about the 

phenomenon in a group of peers, 

children counter-question each 

other and 'Voices of different 

imaginations and reasoning’ could 

be heard. One can peep into the 

naive theories of children. Hence, 

narrative mode of thinking unwrap 

children's conceptual structures 

● Children's reasoning is analogical 

in nature. Children apply different 

analogies present in their 

environment which share 

similarities with the phenomenon. 

This reasoning is inductive in 

nature. 

● When children are in process of 

questioning and argument, there 

are frequent transitions from one 

concept to other. It happens 

because children argue from their 

personal and contextual 

experiences. 

● Alternative conceptions of children 

are influenced by cartoon and 

children TV shows like 'Balveer’. 
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Children observe and internalize 

images depicted in cartoons and 

interpret new information and 

ideas on the basis of those 

observed and internalized ideas. 

● Representation of cultural symbols 

in media like newspaper also 

shapes ideas which are grounded 

upon the observations of 

mythological religious objects.  

● Facilitated discussions, in which 

questions are correctly posed and 

space for arguments is provided, 

lead to the formation and 

construction of more Scientific 

Conceptual structures.  

● The integration of different 

pedagogical tools in teaching opens 

the platform in which active 

engagement of learners becomes a 

reality. It also provides 

opportunities to visualise the 

complex and influence of abstract 

concepts. 

● The uses of drawings by children 

also enable teachers to explore and 

observe thought processes of 

children. 

Conclusion 

After analyzing and discussing the 

findings in light of the theories and 

researches, it can be concluded that 

Children's conceptions are grounded 

in their 'Contexts’. Their beliefs related 

to fairies, magic and Powers of God 

which represent their belief in 

invisible power running the world also 

shapes children's conceptual 

structures. Conceptions possessed by 

them are undifferentiated and 

entangled between cultural and 

personal versions of explanation. 

These conceptions are shaped by 

interrogations of children, 

observations of different phenomenon 

and exposure to messages 

communicated by Mass Media. 

Children observe and internalize 

images depicted in cartoons and 

interpret new information and ideas 

on the basis of those observed and 

internalized ideas. 

It could be concluded that when 

children narrate about the 

phenomenon in a group of peers, 

children counter-question each other 

and 'Voices of different imaginations 

and reasoning’ could be heard. One 

can peep into the naive theories of 

children. Hence, narrative mode of 

thinking unwraps children's 

conceptual structures build upon the 

imagination of children. 
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Alternative conceptions of children are 

formed because children's thought 

processes don't come into the learning 

experiences of children. Children's 

ways of reasoning are inductive and 

involve elimination of non-exemplars. 

Having formal experiences of learning 

didn't modify the conceptual 

structures of children. It could be due 

to the fact that children's ideas remain 

packed into a different compartment 

which opens only when they reason in 

informal situations. This is the reason 

for the domination of alternative 

conceptions over formal and scientific 

explanations. Facilitated discussions, 

in which questions are correctly 

framed and space for arguments are 

provided, lead to the formation and 

construction of more Scientific 

Conceptual structures. The integration 

of different pedagogical tools in 

teaching opens the platform in which 

active engagement of learners 

becomes a reality. It also provides 

opportunities to visualize the complex 

conceptual structures of children. The 

use of drawings by children also 

enables teachers to explore and 

observe thought processes of children. 

Hence, the pedagogical steps which 

provide an outlet through which 

uncovering of children's ideas could be 

done, need to be incorporated into 

teaching and learning of children. 
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